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Abstract

In this paper, we describe the submissions of
Elsevier Data Science Health Sciences to the
TREC 2022 Clinical Trials Track. Our submis-
sions explored the applicability of transformer
embeddings to the task and demonstrated a
straightforward retriever using the MiniLM
model can achieve competitive performance.
Additionally, we share observations from a
manual evaluation we performed to better un-
derstand the performance of our embedding-
based retrievers.

1 Introduction

Clinical trials are the cornerstone of evidence-based
medicine, ensuring the availability of safe and ef-
fective treatments by studying their effects on hu-
man subjects. Matching enough eligible patients to
clinical trials is essential for achieving statistically
significant results; however, the recruitment of pa-
tients represents a bottleneck in clinical research.
This is due to many factors including the sheer
number of recruiting trials and the often compli-
cated eligibility criteria. The TREC 2022 Clinical
Trials (CT) Track1 provides a venue for developing
systems for automated patient-to-trial matching. In
this paper, we describe the submissions of Elsevier
Data Science Health Sciences to the TREC 2022
CT Track.

The TREC 2022 CT Track provides participants
with descriptions of 50 patients (also referred to
as topics) and a historic snapshot of the Clinical-
Trials.gov database. Participating teams are asked
to retrieve a set number of clinical trials relevant
to each topic, the relevance of retrieved trials is
then evaluated by TREC. The topics are plain text
descriptions of 5-10 sentences created to resem-
ble EHR admission statements. The ClinicalTri-
als.gov snapshot is a set of 375,580 clinical trials in
XML format published between November 1999

1http://www.trec-cds.org/2022.html

and April 2021. The clinical trial descriptions can
be quite long and complex, often including inclu-
sion/exclusion criteria which define trial eligibility.
This can make matching patients to clinical trials
a challenging task as eligible patients should meet
inclusion criteria but no exclusion criteria, based
on the plain text topic descriptions provided.

In addition to the above data, we used the dataset
introduced in (Koopman and Zuccon, 2016) as an
auxiliary source of evaluation data. This dataset
uses topics from the TREC 2014-2015 Clinical
Decision Support (CDS) Track, and provides rel-
evance judgments over a historic snapshot of the
ClinicalTrials.gov database.

We submitted four submissions for this chal-
lenge that involved experimenting with different
retrievers and rerankers. We experimented with
both lexical and embedding based retrieval. More
specifically, we used BM25 as well as two different
Transformer models for retrieving relevant trials:
MiniLM2 (Wang et al., 2020), a distilled Trans-
former model that uses self-attention distillation,
and a DistilBERT model3 trained using Genera-
tive Pseudo Labeling (GPL) for domain adapta-
tion (Wang et al., 2022). We then experimented
with two re-ranking methods for re-ordering the
retrieved trials: a naïve reranker which averages
scores from different retrievers, and a MiniLM-
based reranker. To better understand the limitations
of our approach, we performed a manual evaluation
of 600 topic-trial recommendations, demonstrating
the importance of accounting for the trial exclusion
criteria in retrieval.

2 Methods

Our submissions broadly address the applicability
of established retrieval methods to the task. Our

2https://huggingface.co/
sentence-transformers/all-MiniLM-L6-v2

3https://huggingface.co/GPL/
bioasq-msmarco-distilbert-gpl
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system uses a retriever and a reranker. In addition,
we apply basic preprocessing and data filtering. As
part of preprocessing, we split the trial criteria field
into two separate fields for inclusion and exclu-
sion criteria. During retrieval we used two basic
inclusion/exclusion filters – age and gender. Age
and gender play an important role in identifying
whether a patient is eligible for a trial. Applying
an age and a gender filter has also been shown to
improve the performance of systems submitted to
the previous TREC 2021 CT Track (Vu and Wu,
2021).

2.1 Retrievers
2.1.1 BM25
Our baseline retriever (submission
bm25_bi_filtered) uses BM25. In our final
submission, stopwords and punctuation were
removed, all terms were lowercased, and scoring
was computed using uni- and bi-gram tokens.
Additionally, trials were filtered using patient age
and gender information.

In addition to the aforementioned BM25 model,
we experimented with query expansion using our
in-house medical taxonomy. This taxonomy is com-
posed of medical concepts, which are classified into
different semantic types (e.g., drug brand names)
and semantic groups (e.g., diseases). Query expan-
sion was done by mapping terms in the topics to
concepts in the taxonomy and appending concept
synonyms to the topic text. Query expansion was
evaluated using the dataset introduced in (Koopman
and Zuccon, 2016). However, as it did not demon-
strate improved performance over our BM25 model
without query expansion, we have not used query
expansion in the final submission.

2.1.2 Embedding-Based Retrieval
As our embedding-based retrievers, we used two
different transformer models in a bi-encoder fash-
ion. Specifically, we used MiniLM (Wang et al.,
2020) (submission senttr), and a DistilBERT model
trained using GPL (Wang et al., 2022) (submis-
sion st_distilbert). While MiniLM is trained on
a broad range of different domains (a complete
list of training datasets is provided on the MiniLM
model card2), the DistilBERT model was trained us-
ing the MS MARCO dataset (Nguyen et al., 2016)
and adapted to BioASQ (Tsatsaronis et al., 2015)
(biomedical QA dataset) using GPL. We selected
this particular GPL model due to the similarity be-
tween BioASQ and clinical trials domains. The

topic and the trial inclusion criteria were encoded
using either MiniLM or using DistilBERT and co-
sine similarity between the two vectors was used
for retrieval.

2.2 Rerankers

2.2.1 Naïve Reranker
Our naïve reranker (submission bm25_st_bienc)
computes scores by averaging of BM25 scores and
cosine similarities between embedding vectors ob-
tained using MiniLM.

2.2.2 MiniLM Reranker
Finally, we used a MiniLM reranker trained on MS
MARCO to re-score the top 100 documents. The
inclusion criteria field was used to represent doc-
uments in the reranker input. Due to time restric-
tions, we were unable to finalize this submission;
however, we hope to perform an evaluation of this
model in our future work.

3 Results

3.1 TREC 2022 Results

Table 1 shows results of our submissions along
with the best performing run in the TREC 2022
CT Track (frocchio_monot5_e by team h2oloo)
and the TREC median score. Our best submis-
sion senttr uses MiniLM-L6-v22 and placed fifth
by NDCG@10 out of all teams’ best submissions.
Two of our submissions (senttr and bm25_st_bienc)
performed better than the TREC median score.
The MiniLM model performs significantly bet-
ter than all other models including DistilBERT.
Interestingly, the GPL DistilBERT achieved the
worst scores of our four submissions and per-
formed significantly worse than MiniLM. This may
be due to the domain shift between the BioASQ
(biomedical QA) and clinical trials domains, de-
spite similarities between the domains. Re-ranking
by combining scores from BM25 and MiniLM
(bm25_st_bienc) also did not improve performance
over using MiniLM only.

3.2 Manual Evaluation

To understand whether our setup using transformer
encoders like MiniLM and DistilBERT is capable
of retrieving relevant trials, we performed a man-
ual evaluation using the (Koopman and Zuccon,
2016) data. For this evaluation, we used the top-
ics and the snapshot of ClinicalTrials.gov used in
(Koopman and Zuccon, 2016) and generated top 10



Table 1: Evaluation results of our submissions along with the best performing run in the TREC 2022 CT Track
(frocchio_monot5_e by team h2oloo) and the TREC median score, ranked by NDCG@10.

Submission NDCG@5 NDCG@10 Precision@5 Precision@10 Reciprocal Rank

frocchio_monot5_e - 0.6125 - 0.5080 -
senttr 0.4973 0.4758 0.3680 0.3540 0.5341

bm25_st_bienc 0.4774 0.4391 0.3400 0.3140 0.5331
TREC median - 0.3922 - 0.2580 0.4114

bm25_bi_filtered 0.3566 0.3275 0.2480 0.2240 0.4697
st_distilbert 0.3441 0.3194 0.2520 0.2400 0.3688

predictions for each topic in the data by calculating
consine similarity between the MiniLM2 encoded
topic description and the trial criteria, generating
600 topic-trial pairs. These predictions were pro-
vided to six subject matter experts (SMEs) – medi-
cal doctors and students, who were asked to assign
each patient trial pair a score of 0 (would not re-
fer patient), 1 (would consider referring patient),
or 2 (highly likely to refer patient) to match the
scoring used by the (Koopman and Zuccon, 2016)
dataset. The SMEs were provided with the follow-
ing information: topic description, trial title, trial
criteria, trial condition, and trial keywords. Table 2
provides summary results of the evaluation, while
Figure 1 provides results per topic.

Table 2: Summary results of our manual evaluation.

NDCG@10 Precision@10 MRR

0.5468 0.2800 0.4906
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Figure 1: Precision per topic obtained from our manual
evaluation.

We observed two common reasons for the dis-
parity in the number of relevant retrieved trials
between different topics: 1) the number of trials
available for a specific condition, and 2) trial ex-
clusion criteria. The topics with a high number of
retrieved trials that are relevant tended to mention

more common conditions such as diabetes, while
topics with little to no relevant trials tended to men-
tion less common conditions such as amenorrhea.
Searching ClinicalTrials.gov for these two condi-
tions reveals thousands of trials related to diabetes,
but less than 100 related to amenorrhea. The SMEs
also tended to mark trials as not relevant due to
the trial exclusion criteria, such as patient history.
Based on these findings, in our future work we in-
tend to incorporate more granular matching based
on the exclusion and inclusion criteria.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we describe the submissions of
Elsevier Data Science Health Sciences to the
TREC 2022 CT Track. Our submissions explored
the applicability of transformer embeddings and
demonstrated a straightforward retriever using the
MiniLM model can achieve competitive perfor-
mance. As our future work we plan to incorporate
trial exclusion criteria in the retrieval.
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